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Introduction: Recent impacts on the lunar surface
are known from Earth-based observations [1-3] and
recently by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
(LROC) temporal image comparisons [4-6]. A concerted effort is underway to search the large collection
of LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) repeat observations for impact craters that formed between observations. Detecting changes in the lunar surface is carried out by examining ratios of NAC images of the
same terrain acquired with similar lighting conditions
separated by some amount of time (>6 months). The
“before-and-after” image pairs are hereafter referred to
as Temporal NAC Pairs (TNP).
Search: As of 7 January 2014, 138 TNPs were
searched for evidence of surface changes. Out of the
near 27,000 km2 searched, 657 features were found in
93 TNPs (67%), which are globally distributed (Figure
1). These numbers do not include the secondary features associated with the 17 March 2013 event [6], but
does include the main crater of that event. Based on the
relative reflectance change of the disturbed area, the
crater or “splotch” (obvious disturbances in the regolith lacking a resolved crater (Figure 2) is classified as
a low reflectance change (LRC) or a high reflectance
change (HRC), where LRC is a decrease in the relative
reflectance and HRC is an increase (604 LRCs and 53
HRCs have been documented with 19 (mostly HRCs)
expressing an identifiable crater rim). Splotch diame-

ters average 6.0 m (std. 7.5); resolved crater diameters
average 3.9 m (std. 4.0) (Figure 3).
Discussion: Most of the LRCs tend to occur in
multiples though not typically exhibiting the close
proximity of the impact “clusters” seen on Mars [7]
(10s – 100s m), but rather are spatially separated by
100s of meters to several kms.
Seventy splotches measured thus far have asymmetric elongate shapes, possibly indicating impact
trajectory either as a primary or secondary event. In the
case of a secondary event the directional indicators
(linear alignments of splotches, elongate splotches)
may point back to a primary crater. Such was the case
for the 17 March event described in [6]. A key remaining question for the splotches is are they primary or
secondary in nature?
Discussion: The current flux rate of NACdetectable impact features, assuming that each feature
(splotches and resolved craters) represents a unique
primary event, is ~100 impacts/km2/yr. Since we are in
the early stages of this study this estimate is necessarily preliminary and likely subject to large revisions in
the future. As the number of splotches and resolved
impact craters discovered increases, improvements to
estimates of current impacts and hazards from such
will necessarily improve.

Figure 1. Locations for the changes detected. Blue rings indicate LRCs, white rings indicate HRCs, and red triangles indicate a
group of impacts found in one TNP. Many of the TNPs searched record more than one type.
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Figure 2. Before images on the left, after images in the middle. After/before ratio images on the right. Note the rays in
the top and bottom row features.Top row: HRC
(M186498809, 15 Mar 2012; M1117140032, 5 Mar 2013;
scene width 150 m). Middle row: HRC (M106690695, 4 Sep
2009; M1101009474, 30 Aug 2012; scene width 165 m).
Bottom row: LRC (M140556377, 1 Oct 2010;
M1117160617, 5 Mar 2013; scene width 75 m).
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Figure 4. Cumulative crater frequency plot derived from the
19 resolved craters in root-2 diameter bins. The 17 March
event [6] is the lower right most point. As the population of
newly discovered resolved craters increased meaningful interpretations of such plots will be possible.

The current resolved 19 craters fit well the Neukum
production function (NPF) [9]. Extrapolating the NPF
[9] to smaller diameters estimates about 25 ten m diameter craters should form per year. Only one crater
has been found over 10 m in diameter; the 17 March
2013 event [6]. However we have barely touched the
full suite of LROC TNP. The potential discovery of
large numbers of secondary craters from small primaries raises important scientific and engineering concerns for future lunar exploration.

Figure 3. Frequency plots of the diameters of the measured
splotches (top) and resolved craters (bottom) in 0.5 m bins.
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